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Double-dot charge transport in Si single-electron Õhole transistors
L. P. Rokhinson,a) L. J. Guo,b) S. Y. Chou, and D. C. Tsui
Department of Electrical Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544

~Received 11 October 1999; accepted for publication 24 January 2000!

We studied transport through ultrasmall Si quantum-dot transistors fabricated from silicon-
on-insulator wafers. At high temperatures, 4,T,100 K, the devices show single-electron or
single-hole transport through the lithographically defined dot. AtT,4 K, current through the
devices is characterized by multidot transport. From the analysis of the transport in samples with
double-dot characteristics, we conclude that extra dots are formed inside the thermally grown gate
oxide which surrounds the lithographically defined dot. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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Recent advances in miniaturization of Si metal–oxid
semiconductor field-effect transistors~MOSFETs! brought to
light several issues related to the electrical transport in
nanostructures. At low temperatures and low source-d
bias Si nanostructures do not follow regular MOSFET tra
conductance characteristics but show rather complex be
ior, suggesting transport through multiply connected do
Even in devices with no intentionally defined dots~like Si
quantum wires1 or point contacts!2 Coulomb blockade oscil-
lations were reported. In the case of quantum wires, form
tion of tunneling barriers is usually attributed to fluctuatio
of the thickness of the wire or of the gate oxide. Howev
formation of a dot in point contact samples is not quite co
sistent with such explanation. Recently in an elegant exp
ment with bothn1 and p1 source/drain connected to th
same Si point contact Ishikuro and Hiramoto3 have shown
that the confining potential in unintentionally created dots
similar for both holes and electrons. However, there is
clear picture where and how these dots are formed.

In this work we analyze the low temperature transp
through ultrasmall lithographically defined Si quantum do
While at high temperature 4,T,100 K we observe single
electron tunneling through the lithographically defined d
at T,4 K transport is found to be typical for a multido
system. We restrict ourselves to the analysis of samples
double-dot transport characteristics. From the data we ex
electrostatic characteristics of both the lithographically
fined and the extra dots. Remarkably, transport in so
samples cannot be described by tunneling through two
connected in sequence but rather reflects tunneling thro
dots connected in parallel to both source and drain. Tak
into account the geometry of the samples we conclude
extra dots should be formed within the gate oxide. Transp
in p- and n-type samples are similar, suggesting that
origin of the confining potential for electrons and holes
these extra dots is the same.

The samples are MOSFETs fabricated from a silicon-
insulator wafer. The top silicon layer is patterned by
electron-beam lithography to form a small dot connected
wide source and drain regions, see schematic in Fig. 1~a!.

a!Electronic mail: leonid@ee.princeton.edu
b!Present address: Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer

ence, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.
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Next, the buried oxide is etched beneath the dot transform
it into a free-standing bridge. Subsequently, 40 or 50 nm
oxide are thermally grown which further reduce the size
the dot. Polysilicon gate is deposited over the bridge with
dot as well as over the adjacent regions of the source
drain. It is important to note that in this type of device th
gate not only controls the potential of the dot but al
changes the dot-source and dot-drain barriers. Finally,
uncovered regions of the source and drain aren-type or
p-type doped. More details on samples preparation can
found in Ref. 4. Totally, about 30 hole and electron samp
have been studied. Here we present data from two sam
with hole ~H5A! and electron~E5-7! field-induced channels

A scanning electron microscopy~SEM! investigation of
test samples, Fig. 1~b!, reveals that the lithographically de
fined dot in the Si bridge is 10–40 nm in diameter and
distance between narrow regions of the bridge is;70 nm.
Taking into account the oxide thickness we estimate the g
capacitance to be 0.8–1.5 aF.

In most of our samples~with both n andp channel! we
see clear Coulomb blockade oscillations with a per
DVg15100– 160 mV up to;100 K. A typical charge addi-
tion spectra is plotted in Figs. 2 and 3 for samples H5A a
E5-7. In H5A the spectrum is almost periodic as a functi
of the gate voltageVg at T.4 K with the periodDVg1

'130 mV. Assuming that each peak corresponds to an a
tion of one hole into the dot we calculate the gate capa
tanceCg15e/DVg151.2 aF, which is within the error bar
for the capacitance estimated from the sample geometry.
line shape of an individual peak can be described5 by G
} cosh22 @(Vg2Vg

i)/2.5akBT#, whereVg
i is the peak position

and coefficienta5Ctotal/eCg relates the change in theVg to

ci-

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of the device structure,~b! SEM micrograph of a
device, and~c! schematic view of two dotsD1 andD2 connected to source
and drain contactsL andR. G represents a gate electrode andCg1 andCg2

are gate capacitances. Dashed lines represent possible tunneling barri
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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the shift of the energy levels in the dot relative to the Fer
energy in the contacts. This expression is valid if both c
pling to the leadsG and single-particle level spacingDE are
small: G,DE!kBT!e2/Ctotal. We fit the data for H5A with
( i cosh22 @(Vg2Vg

i)/w# in the range23.0,Vg,22.2 V and
the extractedw is plotted in the inset in Fig. 2. From th
linear fit w511.312.2 T ~mV! we find the coefficienta
510 ~mV/meV!, thus the Coulomb energy is'13 meV and
the total capacitanceCtotal512.3 aF. The main contribution
to Ctotal comes from dot-to-lead capacitances~an estimated
self-capacitance is a few attofarads!. The extrapolated value
of w at zero temperature provides an estimate for the le
broadeningG'1 meV.

At T,4 K oscillations with another period, muc
smaller thanDVg1 , appear as a function ofVg . The small
period is in the rangeDVg258 – 25 mV in different devices
(DVg2511.8 mV for the sample in Fig. 2!. This small period
is due to a single-hole tunneling through a second dot and
corresponding gate capacitanceCg25e/DVg256 – 20 aF.
However, there is no intentionally defined second dot in
devices. Later we first analyze the experimental results
then discuss where the second dot can be formed.

At low temperatures and small gate voltages~close to
the turn-on of the device at high temperatures! current is
either totally suppressed, as in E5-7 atVg,3.5 V, Fig. 3~a!,
or there are sharp peaks with no apparent periodicity, a
H5A at Vg.22.3 V, Fig. 2. Both suppression of the curre
and ‘‘stochastic Coulomb blockade’’6 are typical signatures
of tunneling through two sequentially connected dots. T
nonzero conductance can be restored either by raising
temperature~Fig. 2! or by increasing the source-drain bia
Vb @Fig. 3~a!#. In both cases,G is modulated withDVg1 and
DVg2 , consistent with sequential tunneling. We conclu
that in these regime the two dots are connected in se
L –D1–D2–R @see schematic in Fig. 1~c!#.

At larger gate voltages~Vg.6 V for E5-7 andVg,
22.3 V for H5A! current is not suppressed even at the lo

FIG. 2. ~a! Differential conductance in the hole quantum dot sample H5A
shown as a function of the gate voltageVg for T531, 22, 10, 4.2, and 0.3 K
~from top to bottom!. The trace at the lowest temperature 0.3 K has b
taken in a separate cooldown. In the inset peak widthw vs T is plotted for
peaks between23.0,Vg,22.2 V. ~b!–~d! Modeling of the total conduc-
tance atT50.3 K assuming that the two dots are connected~b! in series,~c!
in parallel, or~d! mixed.
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est temperatures. However, theG pattern is different in the
H5A and E5-7 samples. In H5A, the oscillations withDVg2

have approximately the same amplitude~except for the sharp
peaks which are separated by approximatelyDVg1!, while in
E5-7 the amplitude of the fast oscillations is modulated
DVg1 . Also, the dependence of the amplitude of the f
modulations on the average conductance^G& is different: in
H5A the amplitude is almost̂G& independent, while in E5-7
it is larger for larger̂ G&.

Nonvanishing periodic conductance at low temperatu
requires that the transport is governed by the Coulo
blockade through only one dotD2 . That can be achieved
either if both barriers between the contacts and theD2 be-
come transparent enough to allow substantial tunneling o
the strong coupling between the main dotD1 and one of the
leads results in a nonvanishing density of states in the do
T50. If we neglect coupling between the dots, in the form
case the total conductance is approximately the sum of
conductances,Gparallel'G11G2 , whereG1 is conductance
through the main dotL –D1–R and G2 is conductance
through the second dotL –D2–R. This case is modeled in
Fig. 2~c! using experimentally determined parameters
sample H5A. From the analysis of high-temperature tra
port we found that the zero-temperature broadening ofD1

peaks aG'10 mV'DVg2!DVg15130 mV and that G
should be exponentially suppressed betweenD1 peaks atT
50.3 K if the dots are connected in seriesL –D1–D2–R,
Fig. 2~b!. The best description of the low temperature tran
port at23.0,Vg,22.3 V in H5A is achieved if we assum
that there are two conducting paths in parallel: through
extra dot L –D2–R and through both dots togethe
L –D1–D2–R, Fig. 2~d!.

In the latter case, the dots are connected in se
L –D1–D2–R. At high Vg the barrier betweenL andD1 is
reduced giving rise to a large level broadeningG. The total
conductance isGseries'GBWG2 /(GBW1G2), where G2 is
the Coulomb blockade conductance throughD2 alone and
GBW52e2/h G2/(G21dE2) is the Breit–Wigner conduc-
tance throughD1 anddE5(Vg2Vg

i )/a. In this caseGseries

n

FIG. 3. Differential conductance in an electron quantum dot sample E5-
plotted as a function of the gate voltageVg for ~a! different dc source-drain
bias Vb and ~b! different temperatures. In~a! each curve is measured a
different Vb from 220 ~bottom curve! to 20 mV ~top curve! at T51.5 K.
Arrows indicate the curve withVb50. All curves are offset by 0.5mS. Data
in ~b! is taken at zero bias. The excitation voltage is 100mV.
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is following GBW and is modulated byG2 . Moreover, if we
assume that the amplitude ofG2 is not a strong function of
Vg , the amplitude ofGseriesmodulation will be a function of
GBW , namely the largerGBW the larger the amplitude of th
modulation of the total conductance. This model of two d
in series with one being strongly coupled to the leads is
qualitative agreement with the data from sample E5-7.

Nonequilibrium transport through E5-7 is shown in Fi
4 with a singleG vs Vb trace at a fixedVg shown at the top
of the figure. White diamond-shaped Coulomb blockade
gions are clearly seen on the gray-scale plot. Peaks inG at
positive bias are due to asymmetry in the tunneling barrie7

at negative biases tunneling to the dot is slower than tun
ing off the dot and only one extra electron occupies the do
any given time, thus only one peak, corresponding to
onset of the current, is observed~we have not seen any fea
tures due to the size quantization, which is not surprisin
we take into account the large number of electrons in
dot!. At positive biases current is limited by the time th
electron spends in the dot before it tunnels out. In this reg
an extra step in the current–voltage characteristic~and a cor-
responding peak in its derivativeG! is observed every time
one more electron can tunnel into the dot. These pe
marked with arrows, are separated by the charging ene
Uc5eDVb58 meV.

Electrostatic parameters of theD2 dot can be readily
extracted from Fig. 4. The source, drain and gate cap
tances are 8.5, 2.7, and 6.4 aF and the corresponding ch
ing energy is'9 meV. The charging energy of'11 meV is
obtained by analyzing Fermi–Dirac broadening of the c
ductance peaks as a function of temperature and the perio
oscillations. The fact that it requires the application ofVb

510 mV to lift the Coulomb blockade means that in t
Coulomb blockade regime all the bias is applied across
second dot, consistent with large conductance throughD1 .

Where does the second dot reside? One possibility is
the silicon bridge, containing the lithographically defin
dot, breaks up at low temperatures as a result of the deple
due to variations of the bridge thickness and fluctuations

FIG. 4. Differential conductance on a gray scale as a function of bothVg

and Vb . A single trace atVg57.922 is shown at the top. Arrows indicat
onset of the tunneling of 1, 2, and 3 electrons simultaneously.
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the thickness of the gate oxide, or due to the field induced
ionized impurities. However, in this caseCg2 should be less
than Cg1 . In fact, if we assume that the thickness of t
thermally grown oxide is uniform, the gate capacitance
the largest possible dot in the channel cannot be larger
1.5 aF. Also, if at low temperatures the main dot would sp
into two or more dots we should see the change in the pe
of the large oscillations,8 inconsistent with our observations

Another possibility is that the dot is formed in the co
tact region adjacent to the bridge. Given that the oxide thi
ness is 40 nm, the second dot diameter should be'100 nm.
We measured two devices which have 30 nm wide and
nm long channels, fabricated using the same technique a
dot devices. Both samples show regular MOSFET charac
istics down to 50 mK. Thus, it is unlikely that a dot is forme
in the wide contact regions of the device. Even if such a
was formed occasionally in some device by, for examp
randomly distributed impurities, it is unlikely that dots o
approximately the same size would be formed in all samp
Another argument against such a scenario is that if the
ond dot is formed inside one of the contact regions, it can
be coupled to the other contact to provide a parallel cond
tion channel, as in sample H5A.

Thus, the second dot should reside within the gate ox
which surrounds the lithographically defined dot. Some tra
can create confining potential in both conduction and vale
bands, for examplePb center has energy levels atEc20.3
and Ev10.3 eV. Several samples show a hysteresis dur
large gate voltage scans accompanied by sudden switch
This behavior can be attributed to the charging discharg
of traps in the oxide. If such a trap happens to be in a t
neling distance from both the lithographically defined d
and a contact, or the trap is extended from one contact to
other, it may appear as a second dot in the conductance

To summarize our results, we performed an extens
study of a large number of Si quantum dots. We found t
all devices show multidot transport characteristics at l
temperatures. From the data analysis, we arrived at the
clusion that at least double-dot behavior is caused not by
depletion of the silicon channel but by additional transp
through traps within the oxide.

The authors acknowledge the support from ARO, ON
and DARPA.
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